Aligning People, Priorities and Purpose
Meeting Facilitation • Retreats • Strategic Planning

Services

Need Everyone on the Same Page?

Meeting Facilitation
Custom Retreats

Creative Consensus-Building

Board/Staff Orientations

A key success factor for strategic planning
success, sustainable innovation and, most
importantly, strategic vitality, is creative
consensus-building. There are as many
diverse strategies to do creative
consensus-building as there are diverse
stakeholder groups to facilitate. Creativity in consensus-building lies in “reading”
your stakeholders accurately and facilitating some common ground where their
vision or their common need outweighs the distraction of their differing
perspectives.

Collective Visioning
Stakeholder Recruitment
Collaborative Strategic Planning
Focus Group Coordination
Roundtables • Forums
Community Conversations
Mission Development
Partnership Building
Joint Partnership Planning
Team Building
Program/Plan Implementation

Effective consensus-building relies heavily on developing a common vision, a
common “language” around the issue or opportunity and a “buy-in” of the process.
If this is your challenge, call on the group facilitation and planning skills of Strategic
Vitality, LLC!

Overview
Santa Barbara County
(805) 346-1308

StrategicVitalityLLC.com

Strategic Vitality, LLC was founded to provide a variety of
consensus-building and collaborative strategic
planning services to nonprofits, companies, and public
sector entities. Through joint venture with a variety of
planning and communications professionals, Strategic
Vitality founder and principal Victoria Conner can help
an organization or stakeholder group identify success
factors and integrate elements necessary to achieve an
ambitious mission. She is an experienced designer/coordinator of organization-wide,
citywide, countywide and statewide projects and collaborations involving diverse
stakeholder groups requiring a strong public/private/policymaker interface.
Call or email for a strategic vitality consultation. Whether you need a broad-based
strategic plan, a series of workshops, or a single retreat session, Strategic Vitality LLC
can create a process to effectively address your specific issues and opportunities.
For professional background information on Victoria Conner, see website biography.
Headquartered in Santa Barbara County, Strategic Vitality also has small group
workshop space available in the greater Los Angeles area.

Sustainable Innovation: “Strategic Vitality”
While the flow of most periodic strategic planning follows a step-by-step process similar to
the course defined by the broad arrows, true strategic vitality is only achieved by a networkcentric culture that allows linkage from any one element in the process to any other element.
Strategic Vitality, LLC helps organizations and stakeholder groups think and work through
both their periodic strategic planning needs and the ongoing linkage and activities that will
ensure sustainable innovation.
Inquire today about developing the strategic vitality of your organization, project or
partnership!
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